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A facile and general approach is developed to synthesize self-sup-

ported spiny-porous Pt nanotubes (SP-PtNTs). The multi-dimensional

structure with enriched edge and corner atoms showed 4.3 and 1.53

times higher mass electrocatalytic activity than porous Pt nanotubes

(P-PtNTs) and commercial Pt/C (20% Pt), which increased the Pt

utilization and decreased the dosage of Pt and the cost of Pt-based

catalysts. SP-PtNTs had better stability and dispersibility than P-PtNTs

and commercial Pt/C (20% Pt) in the water phase. The brief mecha-

nism for the synthesis of SP-PtNTs could also be extended to

synthesize other noblemetals, aswell as their bimetallic combinations,

with excellent catalysis and electrocatalysis. Furthermore, the spiny

structure provided extra active sites that might facilitate the applica-

tion of Pt for use in enzyme-like catalysis or nano-electronic

applications.
As a catalyst, platinum has extensive applications in many areas
such as direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) and the mobile
terminals industry.1 However, the high cost of Pt catalysts and
the limited Pt reserves are obstacles that severely limits their
application.2 Therefore, it is urgent to produce Pt catalysts with
a large surface area to achieve high catalytic performance and
utilization efficiency.3 Previous reports have focused on
decreasing the Pt loading and boosting the Pt utilization while
maintaining satisfactory activity and stability,3,4 which could be
an alternative to synthesizing shape-controlled Pt nano-
materials with a large number of edges and corners atoms,
which can actually enhance the catalytic activity owing to the
valency unsaturated atoms.5 The Pt-based electrocatalysts are
active when the fractal dimensionality is in the range of nano-
scale. However, the Pt-based catalysts could easily aggregate
because of the large surface energy, which would obviously
decrease the catalytic activity.2c,6 Hence, it is important to seek
approaches for the synthesis of self-supported Pt-based
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catalysts with enriched edge and corner atoms to enhance the
catalytic performance and efficient utilization of Pt materials.

A reasonable expectation would be that the Pt catalysts were
synthesized using one-dimensional (1D) nanomaterials as a
template, which has been demonstrated as a practical method
for the synthesis of morphology-controlled Pt nano-materials.7

Compared with zero-dimensional (0D) Pt, 1D nanostructures
have attracted extensive attention due to their improved cata-
lytic and electronic properties.1a,8 Synthesis of 1D Pt nano-
materials can use various types of templates, such as carbon
nanotubes,9a polymer nanotubes,9b–d and tellurium nanowires.9e

Compared with carbon nanotubes, tellurium nanowires and
polymer nanotubes can be chemically synthesized in bulk
without sophisticated instruments or sophisticated tech-
nology.9d,e Carbon or polymer nanotubes can be used as
supports to enhance the stability of Pt nanomaterials while it is
hard to control the morphology of the metal. TeNWs could be
easily removed, which might be conducive to synthesize new
morphology of self-supported Pt nanomaterials. Inspired by
this, it is facile and efficient to synthesize P-PtNTs with a large
surface area using TeNWs as a template, and the unique
structure may further promote their catalytic activity.1b,9e Based
on the P-PtNTs, the spiny structure grown on their surface
would further increase the surface area and the ratio of the
edges and corners atoms, thereby enhancing the catalytic
activity of the P-PtNTs for methanol electro-oxidation.1c,5a,b,10

In this paper, we developed a facile method to synthesize SP-
PtNTs with well-dened morphologies as illustrated in Scheme
1. The synthetic process was in the water phase conditions
using TeNWs as sacricial templates, chloroplatinic acid as a
platinum source and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)
as the surfactant. In the synthesis of SP-PtNTs, the as-prepared
TeNWs (Fig. S1†) were rst added to the solution of cetyl-
trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), and then an aqueous
solution of H2PtCl6 (pH ¼ 7) was injected. Detailed experi-
mental procedures were presented in ESI.† Finally, the resultant
mixture was heated to around 30 �C for about 30 min to obtain
the SP-PtNTs.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of the evolution from TeNWs to SP-
PtNTs with well-defined morphologies.
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The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of SP-PtNTs in Fig. S2†
shows that all peaks can be indexed to face-centered cubic (fcc)
platinum with a lattice constant of a ¼ 0.39 nm, which is
consistent with the standard literature values (JCPDS no.04-
0802) and also indicates that TeNWs have been effectively
transferred to SP-PtNTs.10a The energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX)
spectra of the SP-PtNTs (Fig. S3†) shows the peaks were in
accordance with Pt elements, which further conrms the above
conclusions. As depicted in Fig. 1, the TEM images of SP-PtNTs
derived from the TeNWs under different magnications show
an excellent structure with an average diameter of �22 nm with
a narrow diameter distribution. On the basis of the high reso-
lution TEM (HRTEM) shown in Fig. 1D, it is clear that the PtNts
are provided with spiny and porous structures, and the d-
spacing of adjacent fringes for the spiny structure is 0.23 nm,
which corresponds to the (111) planes of a face-centered cubic
(fcc) Pt. The highly crystalline spiny Pt structure consisting of
large edges and corner atoms are favorable for enhancing the
catalytic performance and reducing the costs of fuel cells.10b
Fig. 1 (a) TEM image of the SP-PtNTs used TeNWs as templates. (b
and c) Magnified TEM images of the special Pt. (d) HRTEM and filtered
image of the square area.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
The CTAB plays an important role in the formation of the
SP-PtNTs based on TeNWs. Only Pt nanowires were obtained
without the addition of CTAB (Fig. S4a†), whereas as the
concentration of CTAB increased to 16 mM, the nal products
would be the mixture of Pt nanodendrites and SP-PtNTs
(Fig. S4b†). By further increasing the concentration of CTAB to
30 mM, pure SP-PtNTs were obtained (Fig. S4c†). This result
reveals that the SP-PtNTs are generated only with a suitable
concentration of CTAB. Here, the use of CTAB as a surfactant to
control the reaction kinetics might have four advantages: (1) Pt
nanocrystals would grow along the h111i direction in the pres-
ence of CTAB, which might play a key role in the formation of
special structure;4c (2) the hydrophilic group CTA+ of the CTAB
colloid solution with amino-group is positively charged, which
could enrich PtCl6

2� around the TeNWs;11 (3) the concentration
of CTAB is larger than its cmc value at 30 �C and the distribution
of CTAB might be conducive to the synthesis of SP-PtNTs;12 (4)
CTAB might have a good compatible effect with other zwitter-
ionic surfactants, which is very important to the repeatable
synthesis of SP-PtNTs.13 Fig. 2 describes the major steps
involved in the synthesis of SP-PtNTs. The galvanic replacement
would occur immediately at the site with the highest surface
energy when an aqueous H2PtCl6 (pH ¼ 7) solution is added
into the suspension of the as-prepared TeNWs.14 CTA+ might
strongly interact with PtCl6

2� in the aqueous solution resulting
in the complexation of CTA+–PtCl6

2�, which could enrich
PtCl6

2� around the TeNWs.15a Te atoms will be oxidized into
TeO3

2� by the PtCl6
2� and dissolved into the solution. At the

same time, PtCl6
2� will quickly capture the electrons from Te/

TeO3
2� and equivalent molar amounts of Pt could be generated

when Te atoms are oxidized into TeO3
2�; however, the molar

volume of Te is larger than that of Pt, thus resulting in the
formation of holes on the surface of the nanowires.10b The newly
formed Pt atoms on the surface of TeNWs would be deposited
epitaxially in the presence of CTAB (step 1 in Fig. 2).15b As the
reaction proceeds, a thin and incomplete layer of Pt would be
generated on the surface of TeNWs and the unreacted Te will be
Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the morphological changes at
different stages of the galvanic replacement reaction between TeNWs
and H2PtCl6 in an aqueous solution.

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2015, 3, 1388–1391 | 1389
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Fig. 3 (a) CV curves for the SP-PtNTs, P-PtNTs, and Pt/C (20% Pt) in
0.5 M H2SO4 solution at 50mV s�1. (b) ECSA and ECSA per gPt for three
catalysts. (c) Methanol oxidation reaction catalyzed by the three
catalysts in 0.5 M H2SO4 + 1 M CH3OH solution at 50 mV s�1. (d) Mass
activity and specific activity of the three catalysts. (e) Current density–
time curves of the three catalysts in 0.5 M H2SO4 + 1 M CH3OH
solution at 0.5 V. (f) Potential-dependent steady-state current
(recorded at 1000 s) of methanol electro-oxidation for the three
catalysts. The loading amounts of Pt are 41.6, 84.4 and 70.8 mg cm�2

for SP-PtNTs, P-PtNTs, and Pt/C (20% Pt) catalyst, respectively.
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limited to react with PtCl6
2�.14c Then, the Te atoms in the layer

of Pt would be dissolved and form the cavity, which can serve as
the primary site for continuous dissolution of Te, while the
PtCl6

2� could be reduced by Te (step 2 in Fig. 2).14c,16 As the
reaction continues, Te atoms from the template would be
completely dissolved, which transforms the nanowire structure
into SP-PtNTs (step 3 in Fig. 2).

Based on high-energy density liquid fuels, low-temperature
fuel cells as power sources have attracted considerable atten-
tion. Methanol is one of the major renewable biofuels and
direct alcohol fuel cells (DAFCs), which can improve reaction
kinetics and be less corrosive to the electrodes.1b Recent studies
have revealed that Pt nanostructures enriched with edges and
corners atoms are highly favorable for methanol electro-
chemical oxidation in acidic media, indicating the potential
application to DMFCs.3,17 Therefore, SP-PtNTs are supposed to
be advanced functional materials in fuel cells. To observe the
electro-catalytic activity and stability of the Pt material, the
properties of the self-supported SP-PtNTs, P-PtNTs and Pt/C
(20% Pt) were evaluated. First, the cyclic voltammetry (CV)
curves of three catalysts were tested at room temperature in 0.5
MH2SO4 solution at a sweep rate of 50 mV s�1. Fig. 3a shows the
characteristic peaks for the Hupd (H+ + e� ¼ Hupd) adsorption/
desorption in the potential region from �0.2 to 0.1 V and
reduction of Pt oxide for the OHad (2H2O ¼ OHad + H3O

+ + e�)
between 0.4 and 1.2 V. Thus, QH and the integrated area of the
adsorption peak in the CV curves were obtained and were used
to calculate the electro-chemical surface area (ECSA) of SP-
PtNTs, P-PtNTs, and Pt/C (20% Pt).18 The specic ECSAs (the
ECSA per gPt) of SP-PtNTs, P-PtNTs, and Pt/C (20% Pt) were 46.5,
23.3 and 68.7 m2 gPt

�1. Elemental content was measured by
inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-
AES). The ECSA of SP-PtNTs is two times higher than that of P-
PtNTs, which was lower than that of Pt/C (20% Pt) (68.7 m2

gPt
�1). The results show that the spiny structure can effectively

increase the ECSA of the material, as shown in Fig. 3b. The
lower ECSA of the SP-PtNTs and P-PtNTs catalysts were mainly
attributed to the large size of the Pt structure compared with
that of Pt nanoparticles (about 3 nm) in commercial catalysts.4c

In addition, the electrocatalytic performance of the SP-PtNTs
for the methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) was achieved as
shown in Fig. 3. Particularly, Fig. 3c displays the CV curves of
the MOR for the three catalysts in 0.5 M H2SO4 + 1 M CH3OH
solution at a scan rate of 50 mV s�1, and the GC electrode coated
with the SP-PtNTs exhibited a peak current density (0.26 mA
mg�1), which is higher than P-PtNTs (0.06 mA mg�1) and Pt/C
(20% Pt) (0.17 mA mg�1), which is shown in Fig. 3d. The
signicantly higher methanol oxidation results of the two well-
dened current peaks for the SP-PtNTs, one on the forward and
the other on the reverse potential scans, clearly demonstrating a
higher mass activity mainly due to the higher utilization of large
surface area and high ratio of the edges and corner atoms on the
spiny structure, which is in accordance with the results of the
specic activity for the three catalysts (0.55 mA cm�2), (0.26 mA
cm�2) and (0.17 mA cm�2), respectively. Chronoamperometry
was employed to further investigate the electrochemical
performance of the three catalysts and the results are shown in
1390 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2015, 3, 1388–1391
Fig. 3e. Potential-dependent steady-state current (recorded at
1000 s) of methanol electro-oxidation for the three catalysts was
also investigated and is shown in Fig. 3f. The results reveal that
the SP-PtNTs have better performance for methanol electro-
oxidation than the P-PtNTs or commercial Pt/C (20% Pt) cata-
lysts for all applied potentials, which demonstrates that a spiny
structure full of edges and corner atoms can effectively enhance
the inherent catalytic activity of the material.

In conclusion, we have developed a facile and general
approach to synthesize SP-PtNTs structured with a high aspect
ratio and an enriched population of edges and corners atoms.
The as-prepared SP-PtNTs exhibited signicantly enhanced
activity and stability towards methanol electro-oxidation in an
acidic medium, demonstrating the potential application of SP-
PtNTs as effective electrocatalysts for DAFCs. Further studies
revealed that CTAB played an important role in the synthesis of
the well-dened spiny nanostructures. Moreover, the new
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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strategy for the synthesis of SP-PtNTs could also be extended to
synthesize other noble metals as well as their bimetallic
combinations with excellent catalysis and electrocatalysis
properties.
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